New ALS Geochemistry laboratory in Auezov, Kazakhstan open for sample preparation.

New laboratory in Kazakhstan has:
- Rock and core sample preparation
- Soil sample preparation
- Fire Assay
- AAS
- Geochemistry
- Webtrieve™ state of the art data delivery and process monitoring

ALS Minerals new laboratory in Auezov, East Kazakhstan (90 Km from Ust-Kamenogorsk) offers sample preparation, fire assay, and AA analysis. Located nearby the historic mining center of Bakyrchik.

- This lab has starting capacity for 400 samples/day, which will double by the spring.
- The Customs Union between Kazakhstan and Russia has made sample shipping easy, fast and inexpensive. In the spring we will begin to offer analyses by ICPMS in Russia.
- With this facility, ALS can now provide a fast, efficient analytical service to Kazak clients.
- Samples will be analyzed on site or to ALS laboratories in Kara Balta, Kyrgyzstan and elsewhere for other geochemical, metallurgical and environmental analysis.
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